
CROCHET PATTERN

Compass Rose - South
Granny Square

Design: Shelley Husband Crochet | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
1 ball of Friends Cotton 8/6, Oatmilk (03)

Crochet hook 4.5 mm / US G/7
Yarn needle
Scissors

YARN QUALITY
Friends Cotton 8/6, Hobbii

100% Cotton
50 g (1.75 oz) = 105 m (115 yds)

GAUGE
17 stitches, 20 rows to 10 cm/4"

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
cnr = corner
mc = magic circle
sp/s = space/s
st/s = stitch/es
rep = repeat
stch = starting chain
Stitches – US terms
ss = slip stitch
sc = single crochet
hdc = half double crochet
dc = double crochet
htr = half triple crochet
(https://youtu.be/q4knnOkISo8?si=IpOYTGz
OwmQky7iv)
tr = triple crochet
Techniques
bp = back post

SIZE
15 cm/ 6 in square

PATTERN INFORMATION
The Compass Rose Quartet of granny square
patterns are fun, textured granny squares,
with ample opportunities to play with colour
and yarns.

The second of four granny square patterns,
South, uses the techniques used in the North
pattern of the Compass Rose Quartet.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiicompassrose
#CompassRoseGrannySquare
#CompassRoseGrannySquarePatterns
#ShelleyHusbandCrochet

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/compass-rose-
south-granny-square

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Watch me making the Compass Rose: South granny square here.

The video in the North pattern includes hints and tips for working my patterns.

Never made a htr before? It’s easy! A htr is made like this: yarn over twice, insert hook and pull
a loop to the front, yarn over, pull through 2 loops, yarn over pull through all 3 loops on hook.

This is where to poke your hook to work a stitch over a joining
stitch. You encase the joining stitch with the “over” stitch”. (For
a more detailed explanation, click here to read my blog)

Hot tip: to make it easy to see where to work a stitch
over the joining stitch, pop a scrap of yarn in the gap
before you join. That scrap of yarn shows where to
work the stitch over the joining stitch and the last
stitch of the round.

You can use any Hobbii yarn to make this pattern.

The other examples of South you see here were made with:

Hobbii Friends Cotton 8/8 Colour: Open Sea
Hobbii Friends Cotton 8/4 Colours: Cream, Prussian Blue, Open Sea and Icy Blue
Hobbii Cotton Silk Colours: Cornflower, Oatmilk
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Compass Rose - South - Granny Square

Begin with mc.

R1: ch3 (stch), 15dc, join with ss to 3rd ch of stch.
{16 sts}

R2: sc in same st as ss, *hdc in next st, (dc, htr, dc) in next st, hdc in next st**, (sc, ch2, sc) in
next st*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, sc in same st as first st, ch1, join with sc to first st.
{7 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R3: sc over joining sc, *sc in next st, ch2, dc in next 2 sts, (dc, htr, dc) in next st, dc in next 2
sts, ch2, sc in next st**, (sc, ch2, sc) in 2-ch cnr sp*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, sc in
same sp as first st, ch1, join with sc to first st.
{11 sts & 2 2-ch sps on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R4: ch3 (stch), dc over joining sc, *dc in next st, skip (1 st & 2-ch sp), bphdc around next 2
sts, bpsc around next 3 sts, bphdc around next 2 sts, skip (2-ch sp & 1 st), dc in next st**,
(dc, htr, dc) in 2-ch cnr sp*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, dc in same sp as first sts, join
with ss to 3rd ch of stch.
{9 sts on each side; 4 3-st cnrs}

R5: sc in same st as ss, *ch2, dc in next 5 sts, (dc, htr, dc) in next st, dc in next 5 sts, ch2**,
(sc, ch2, sc) in next st*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, sc in same st as first st, ch1, join with
sc to first st.
{15 sts & 2 2-ch sps on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}

R6: ch3 (stch), dc over joining sc, *dc in next st, skip 2-ch sp, bphdc around next 4 sts, bpsc
around next 5 sts, bphdc around next 4 sts, skip 2-ch sp, dc in next st**, (dc, htr, dc) in 2-ch
cnr sp*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, dc in same sp as first sts, join with ss to 3rd ch of
stch.
{15 sts on each side; 4 3-st cnrs}

R7: ch3 (stch), dc in same st as ss, *dc in next 2 sts, hdc in next 4 sts, sc in next 5 sts, hdc in
next 4 sts, dc in next 2 sts**, (dc, htr, dc) in next st*, rep from * to * 2x & * to ** 1x, dc in
same st as first sts, join with ss to first st. {17 sts on each side; 3-st cnrs}
R8: sc in same st as ss, *sc in next 19 sts**, (sc, ch2, sc) in next st*, rep from * to * 2x & * to
** 1x, sc in same st as first st, ch2, join with ss to first st. Fasten off.
{21 sts on each side; 4 2-ch cnr sps}
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Compass Rose - South - Granny Square - Pattern Chart

Key

mc magic circle

ss slip stitch

ch chain

sc single crochet

hdc half double crochet

dc double crochet

htr half triple crochet

tr triple crochet

bp back post
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Enjoy!
Shelley Husband

https://shelleyhusbandcrochet.com/
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